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Abstract

Presence of the apparently extended hard (2–10 keV) X-ray emission along the Galactic plane

has been known since the early 1980s. With a deep X-ray exposure using the Chandra X-ray

Observatory of a slightly off-plane region in the Galactic bulge, most of the extended emission

was resolved into faint discrete X-ray sources in the Fe K band (Revnivtsev et al. 2009). The

major constituents of these sources have long been considered to be X-ray active stars and

magnetic cataclysmic variables (CVs). However, recent works including our NIR imaging and

spectroscopic studies (Morihana et al. 2013; Morihana et al. 2016) argue that other popula-

tions should be more dominant. To investigate this further, we conducted a much deeper NIR

imaging observation at the center of the Chandra’s exposure field. We have used the MOIRCS

on the Subaru telescope, reaching the limiting magnitude of ∼18 mag in the J, H, and Ks

bands in this crowded region, and identified ∼50% of the X-ray sources with NIR candidate

counterparts. We classified the X-ray sources into three groups (A, B, and C) based on their

positions in the X-ray color-color diagram and characterized them based on the X-ray and NIR

features. We argue that the major populations of the Group A and C sources are, respectively,

CVs (binaries containing magnetic or non-magnetic white dwarfs with high accretion rates) and

X-ray active stars. The major population of the Group B sources is presumably WD binaries

with low mass accretion rates. The Fe K equivalent width in the composite X-ray spectrum of

the Group B sources is the largest among the three and comparable to that of the Galactic

bulge X-ray emission. This leads us to speculate that there are numerous WD binaries with

low mass accretion rates, which are not recognized as CVs, but are the major contributor of

the apparently extended X-ray emission.
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X-rays: diffuse background

1 Introduction

Presence of the apparently extended hard (≥ 2 keV) X-ray emis-

sion along the Galactic plane has been known since the early

1980s (e.g., Worrall et al. 1982). The emission has an inte-

grated luminosity of ∼1×1038 erg s−1 in the 2–10 keV band

(Koyama et al. 1986; Valinia & Marshall 1998) with a spectrum

described by two-temperature thermal plasma (kBT∼1 and 5–

10 keV). A remarkable feature in the X-ray spectrum is the

strong Fe K emission line complex (e.g., Koyama et al. 1996,

Ebisawa et al. 2008, Yamauchi et al. 2009, Heard & Warwick

2013) comprised of neutral or low ionization state line at 6.4

keV (Fe I) and highly-ionized ion lines at 6.7 (Fe XXV) and

7.0 keV (Fe XXVI). In the most recent review (Koyama 2018),

three distinct components of the Galactic diffuse emission with

different scale heights are distinguished ; the Galactic center

X-ray emission, Galactic ridge X-ray emission (GRXE), and

Galactic bulge X-ray emission (GBXE). We mainly focus on

the GBXE in this paper, with some notes on the GRXE.

With the advent of the Chandra X-ray Observatory

(Weisskopf et al. 2002), a large fraction of the GBXE and

GRXE was resolved into faint discrete sources. For the GBXE,

Revnivtsev et al. (2009) conducted a deep observation of a

slightly off-plane region in the Galactic bulge (l = 0.◦08, b =

−1.◦42; the Chandra bulge field or CBF, hereafter) and ar-

gued that ∼88% of the GBXE around the Fe K band was re-

solved into faint X-ray point sources down to a flux of ∼10−16

erg cm−2 s−1 at the 2–10 keV band. For the GRXE, Ebisawa et

al. (2001; 2005) conducted a deep observation on the Galactic

plane (l=28.◦5,b=0.◦0; the Chandra plane field or CPF, here-

after) and discussed that there are two distinct classes of the

point sources based on the X-ray spectral hardness.

Because of the similarities in the composite X-ray spectra, it

is likely that the same X-ray point source populations contribute

to the GBXE and GRXE with a different fraction. Then, what

are the populations of these faint X-ray point sources? The most

popular ideas are X-ray active stars and magnetic cataclysmic

variables (CV) such as intermediate polars (IPs). The former

contributes to the soft emission, while the latter does to the hard

emission (Revnivtsev et al. 2009; 2011, Yuasa et al. 2012; Hong

2012). More recently, importance of other populations is being

recognized. For example, Nobukawa et al. (2016); Yamauchi

et al. (2016); Xu et al. (2016) discussed that non-magnetic CVs

should be also a major population.

It should be noted that these results are based on X-ray

data alone, in which photon statistics are generally too poor

to constrain the nature of individual sources. Thus, follow-

up observations in longer wavelengths are needed. Because of

the large interstellar absorption toward the GBXE and GRXE,

near-infrared (NIR) observations are more suited than such op-

tical observations that can access CVs only within ∼2 kpc

(Motch et al. 2010). In our previous work (Morihana 2012),

we conducted NIR imaging observations of the CBF using the

Simultaneous Infrared Imager for Unbiased Survey (SIRIUS:

Nagayama et al. 2003) on the InfraRed Survey Facility (IRSF)

telescope in the South African Astronomical Observatory. With

a limiting magnitude of 16 mag in the J, H, and Ks-band,

we identified candidate NIR counterparts to ∼11% of the X-

ray point sources. Upon these NIR-identified X-ray sources,

we further carried out NIR spectroscopic observations using

the SofI (Moorwood et al. 1998) on the New Technology

Telescope and the MOIRCS (Multi-Object InfraRed Camera

and Spectrograph; Ichikawa et al. 2006; Suzuki et al. 2008) on

the Subaru in the multi-object spectroscopy mode (Morihana

et al. 2016). In most soft X-ray sources, we found NIR spec-

tra with absorption features, which represent X-ray active stars.

In only a few hard X-ray sources, we found NIR spectra with

H and He emission lines, which represent CVs. Unexpectedly,

we found a dozen of hard X-ray sources exhibiting NIR spectra

with absorption features. We argued that they are new popula-

tions different from X-ray active stars or CVs. In fact, the new

population is the most dominant to account for the Fe K emis-

sion line of the GBXE (Morihana et al. 2013; 2016). However,

due to the shallow limiting magnitude, the NIR identification

rate was low, which did not allow us to accumulate sufficient

samples to characterize and unveil the nature of these popula-

tions.

Here, we present the results of the NIR imaging survey of the

CBF using the 8.2 m Subaru telescope to achieve much deeper

observation than our previous study using the 1.4 m IRSF tele-

scope. The outline of this paper is as follows. We present the

observation and data set in § 2 and data reduction, analysis, and

grouping in § 3. In § 4, we characterize each group of the point

sources based on their X-ray and NIR characteristics, and spec-

ulate of the nature of the major population for each group. The

summary is given in § 5.

2 Observations

A deep JHKs imaging observation of the CBF was carried

out using the MOIRCS on the Subaru telescope. MOIRCS is

equipped with two 2048 × 2048 HgCdTe HAWAII-2 arrays and

covers a 4×7 arcmin2 field of view with a pixel scale of 0.′′117

pixel−1 in the imaging mode.

We focused on the center region in the CBF, in which the X-

ray position determination accuracy is the best. Among 2002 X-
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ray point sources detected down to ∼10−16 erg cm−2 s−1 (2–8

keV; Revnivtsev et al. 2009) in the CBF, ∼540 sources are lo-

cated within our MOIRCS field of view (Morihana et al. 2013).

Figure 1 shows the field layout of the MOIRCS observations.

The observation was conducted on 2012 May 8 with a seeing of

0.′′38–0.′′70. We used the standard circular dithering pattern of

the MOIRCS imaging mode (one center and eight surrounding

pointing) with a dithering amplitude of ∼15′′ . Each frame was

exposed for 21 s (J and Ks) and 16 s (H) to avoid saturation of

the detectors. The total exposure time was ∼25 (J), ∼30 (H),

and ∼25 minutes (Ks).

Because the observed field is very crowded, we could not

estimate the sky background level from the same image. We

thus retrieved the MOIRCS archive data of non-crowded re-

gions with similar observation setup and as close in time with

our observation for each band for assessing the sky level. They

are tabulated in Table1.
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Fig. 1 Subaru/MOIRCS field layout superposed on the Chandra

X-ray image in the CBF (Revnivtsev et al. 2009). The two white

boxes represent the views of the two MOIRCS detector chips.

3 Data reduction & analysis

3.1 Reduction and source extraction

We used the MCSRED pipeline1 developed for MOIRCS imag-

ing data reduction based on the Infrared Reduction Analysis

Facility (IRAF2). It executes dark frame subtraction, flat field-

ing, sky subtraction, correction for the optical distortion, mea-

surements of positional offsets among dithered frames, and

1 See https://www.naoj.org/staff/ichi/MCSRED/mcsred.html

for detail.
2 See http://iraf.noao.edu/ for detail.

stacking the frames into one. The reduction was performed in-

dependently for each chip and band. They were combined into

one image per band in the end.

We searched for sources in the J, H, and Ks bands sepa-

rately using the SExtractor software (Bertinl 1996). For

the source extraction, we used a Gaussian smoothing filter with

an FWHM of 3 pixels over 3×3 pixels. We detected 23,328,

23,267, and 21,903 sources in the J-, H-, and Ks-bands down to

∼18 mag, respectively.

In order to calibrate the astrometry and photometry of the

MOIRCS sources, we consulted to other NIR source catalogs

in this region. In our previous work (Morihana 2012), we pre-

sented the results of NIR imaging of the entire CBF using the

2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and the SIRIUS data. However,

we could not utilize these catalogs because the most 2MASS

and SIRIUS sources are saturated in the MOIRCS image. Just

in between the dynamic range gap, there exist VISTA (the

Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy) Variable

in the Via Lactea (VVV) near-infrared imaging survey data re-

lease 2 (Minniti et al. 2018). The survey depth of the VISTA

data is Ks∼16.5 mag (Saito et al. 2012), which is at least a mag-

nitude deeper than those of 2MASS and SIRIUS.

We cross-correlated the MOIRCS and VVV sources and cor-

rected the astrometry and photometry of the MOIRCS sources

compared with the VVV sources. In figure 2, we compare

VISTA and MOIRCS positional differences after the astro-

metric correction. The standard deviation of the systematic

displacement between the VISTA and MOIRCS sources is

0.′′078 in R. A. and 0.′′081 in Dec., which are smaller than the

pixel scale of MOIRCS (0.′′117). After the correction of the

MORICS positions to match with those of VVV, the resid-

ual offset is <0.′′002 in both R. A. and Dec. directions in all

bands. In figure 3, we show correlations between VISTA and

MOIRCS JHKs magnitudes after the photometric correction.

MOIRCS magnitudes are fainter than those of VISTA for the

sources brighter than 13.5 mag, which is due to the saturation

in MOIRCS. In the photometric calibration, therefore, we used

only the sources in the magnitude ranges of 13.5–16.5 mag (J),

13.5–16.5 mag (H), and 13.5–16.5 mag (Ks).

To estimate the completeness of our data, we embedded 200

artificial objects in the MOIRCS image and attempted detect-

ing them using the same source extraction algorithm. Here,

we used the mkobject task of IRAF to embed 200 artificial

sources in the magnitude ranges from 14.0 to 18.0 mag with a

0.5 mag step. We derived the detection rates for each range us-

ing the same detection algorithm. We regarded as detection if

the embedded sources were detected at the same position with

the same magnitude range as the input values within a margin.

We estimated the 90% and 50% completeness limits for each

band as follows; 17.0 mag and 18.0 mag in J band, 16.5 mag

and 17.5 mag in H band, and 16.5 mag and 17.5 mag in Ks band.
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Table 1 Subaru observation log.

Object R. A. (J2000) Dec. (J2000) Exp. time (min) Obs. date Airmass

Chandra Bulge Field (CBF) 17:51:27.86 −29:35:31.40 25 (J, Ks), 30 (H) 2012-05-08 1.535–1.762

QUARET (J-band sky) 18:36:10.28 −07:07:10.29 49 2012-06-11 1.236–1.551

G24.47+0.49 (H-band sky) 18:34:06.34 −07:19:39.82 40 2012-06-11 1.125–1.134

SSA22 (Ks-band sky) 22:17:22.58 +00:17:55.15 8 2012-06-11 1.061
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Fig. 2 Displacements of MOIRCS from VISTA sources after the astrometric correction separately for the J, H, and Ks-band. The

red and green circles show 3σ radius of the displacement and 1 pixel (0.′′117) radius of MOIRCS, respectively.

3.2 NIR identification of X-ray sources

We look for candidate NIR counterparts to the Chandra X-ray

sources. For the NIR sources brighter than 13.5 (J), 14.0 (H),

and 14.0 (Ks) magnitudes, we use the result of our previous

work (Morihana 2012). In the present work, we extend the iden-

tification to fainter NIR magnitudes using the MOIRCS data.

The search radius was set as 0.′′5, which is comparable to the

quadrature sum (0.′′62) of the relative and absolute astrometric

errors of X-ray and NIR sources. The following known terms

were added in quadrature : (a) the error in the absolute astrome-

try of Chandra (0.′′58; ACIS-I, 3), (b) the relative astrometry er-

rors of Chandra sources (values in table 3, we adopted a typical

value of 0.′′2), (c) the error in the absolute astrometry of VISTA

(0.′′07, Saito et al. 2012), and (d) the relative astrometry errors

of the NIR sources (0.′′112; figure 2). First, we searched for the

nearest NIR source for each X-ray source and also the nearest

X-ray source for each NIR source. We then regarded them can-

didate NIR counterparts if a NIR and X-ray source pair is clos-

est to each other. An example is shown in figure 4. The resul-

tant offset between the X-ray and NIR sources is 0.′′085, which

is sufficiently small in comparison with the search radius. As a

result, we identified MOIRCS counterparts to ∼40% of the X-

ray sources. This is significantly larger than our previous result

of ∼11% using 2MASS and SIRIUS surveys (Morihana 2012).

The statistics are shown in table 2 and the counterpart table is

shown in table 3. Both tables include the results of Morihana

3 See https://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/ASPECT/celmon/

(2012) and the present study. All together, we identified ∼50%

of the X-ray sources with candidate NIR counterparts.

Table 2 Summary of NIR identification.

Num. of sources NIR ID Rate

J H Ks J H Ks

X-ray Point Sources∗ 533 539 530 – – –

2MASS & SIRIUS IDed† 49 46 44 9% 9% 8%

MOIRCS IDed 206 194 205 39% 36% 39%

2MASS+SIRIUS+MOIRCS IDed 255 240 249 48% 45% 47%
∗Number of the X-ray point sources detected by Morihana et al.

(2013) within the image of each band. †Number of the X-ray

point sources with candidate 2MASS or SIRIUS counterparts

(Morihana 2012).

In the crowded regions such as the one presented here, false

positive counterparts (unrelated pairs identified as counterparts)

are unavoidable. We assessed the number of the false positive

counterparts (NFP) by

NFP =NXπr
2Σ, (1)

where NX is the number of the X-ray sources, r = 0.′′5 is the

counterpart search radius, and Σ is the surface number density

of NIR sources, which varies as a function of the magnitude

in each band (table 4). The false positive rate increases as the

magnitude increases in general. As shown in table 4, the false

positive is estimated to be more than a half of the candidates

in the range of 17–18 mag in H- and Ks-bands. Thus, we dis-

card the candidates with H- or Ks-band magnitudes larger than

17 mag in the following analysis. Except for these, the average
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Fig. 3 Comparison of MOIRCS and VISTA photometry separately for the J, H, and Ks-band.

Table 3 NIR identified X-ray source catalog.

Source Position Characteristics Photometry

Number CXOU J R.A.(X) Dec.(X) R.A.(NIR) Dec.(NIR) Err PhotFX (0.5–8 keV) PhotFX (2–8 keV) J Jerr H Herr Ks Kserr

# (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (′′) (ergs cm−2 s−1) (ergs cm−2 s−1) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

1000 175128.13−293703.7 267.867210 -29.61772 267.86730 -29.61760 0.1 2.9×10−16 6.8×10−17 11.26 0.01 10.95 0.01 10.92 0.01

1004 175128.20−293347.0 267.867530 -29.56306 267.86750 -29.56310 0.1 8.0×10−16 5.4×10−16 10.86 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1006 175128.25−293248.3 267.867730 -29.54677 267.86768 -29.54680 0.2 1.5×10−16 1.3×10−16 17.97 0.12 0.00 0.00 16.63 0.10

1010 175128.35−293621.5 267.868140 -29.60599 267.86810 -29.60610 0.1 1.8×10−16 1.2×10−16 15.12 0.10 14.20 0.12 14.20 0.14

1011 175128.36−293714.7 267.868170 -29.62076 267.86811 -29.62069 0.1 1.5×10−16 1.2×10−16 14.96 0.01 14.30 0.01 14.13 0.01

1013 175128.38−293438.2 267.868290 -29.57729 267.86826 -29.57723 0.1 1.2×10−16 6.4×10−17 16.65 0.04 16.04 0.05 15.82 0.04

1014 175128.39−293215.4 267.868330 -29.53762 267.86837 -29.53753 0.2 2.5×10−16 2.4×10−16 17.53 0.09 16.63 0.08 15.97 0.07

1019 175128.48−293625.0 267.868680 -29.60696 267.86860 -29.60690 0.1 1.4×10−16 4.7×10−18 13.71 0.03 12.66 0.02 12.32 0.02

1020 175128.52−293328.7 267.868870 -29.55798 267.86888 -29.55798 0.0 1.0×10−15 4.7×10−16 15.61 0.03 14.99 0.03 14.71 0.02

1022 175128.57−293220.9 267.869060 -29.53916 267.86892 -29.53925 0.2 1.6×10−16 1.1×10−16 15.34 0.01 0.00 0.00 14.71 0.02

Col. (1): X-ray catalog source number in Morihana et al. (2013), sorted by R. A. Col. (2): IAU designation. Col. (3)–(6) : R. A. and Dec. in the equinox

J2000.0 by X-ray and NIR. Col. (7): X-ray position error (1 σ). Col. (8), (9) : Photometric flux in the total (0.5–8.0 keV) and the hard (2.0–8.0 keV) band. The

photometric flux is defined as count rate multiplied by the median energy divided by the average effective area (Tsujimoto et al. 2005; Morihana et al. 2013).

Col. (10)–(15): NIR magnitude and error. (A portion of the catalog is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. The full version is shown in a

machine-readable form in the online journal.)

false positive rate is 25%. To validate the false positive num-

ber estimates, we did the following exercise. We artificially

displaced the relative positions of the X-ray and NIR sources

in the R. A. or Declination directions by ±1–10′′ and identi-

fied the counterpart pairs using the same method. The resultant

number of counterpart pairs at large displacements are found

consistent with the number of false positive estimates in table 4.

We also assessed the number of false negatives (NFN; re-

lated pairs not identified as counterparts due to the separation

of X-ray and NIR sources are larger than search radius) by

NFN =NXfe
−( r

σ
)2 , (2)

where f is the ratio of the X-ray sources with NIR counterparts

(to all X-ray sources and σ = 0.′′16 is the quadrature sum of the

typical X-ray (table 3) and NIR (figure 2) positional uncertainty.

We found that the false negative is negligible (less than 1% of

the number of the false positive) in all the magnitude ranges.

3.3 Grouping

For all the X-ray sources with NIR counterparts, we classify

them into groups based on their X-ray colors. Most of the X-

ray sources have poor photon statistics, thus we used the method

based on the color quantiles developed by Hong et al. (2004),

which was also adopted in our previous work (Morihana et al.

2013). Here, the quantile Ex (keV) is the energy below which

x% of X-ray photons reside in the energy-sorted list of photons.

The quantile is normalized as

Qx =
Ex −Emin

Emax −Emin

, (3)

in which Emin and Emax are the lower and upper bounds of

the energy (0.5 and 8 keV), respectively. We used Q25, Q50,

and Q75, and defined two metrics as q1 = log10Q50/(1−Q50)

and q2 = 3Q25/Q75. Here, the metric q1 reflects the degree of

photon spectrum being biased toward the harder (q1 is large)

or softer (q1 is small) end, and the metric q2 reflects the de-

gree of photon spectrum being less (q2 is large) or more (q2 is

small) concentrated around the peak. The metric q1 is a proxy

to the more often-used hardness ratio or the median energy. We

plotted all the X-ray sources detected in the CBF in the q1-q2

plane (figure 5). The distribution is characterized by a concen-

tration at q1 ∼ −0.7 and q2 ∼ 0.8 and two branches extending

upward and rightward. Following our previous work (Morihana

et al. 2013), we used the k-means clustering algorithm method

(Macqueen 1967), which defines groups to minimize the dis-

tance from each source to the centroid of each group. As a
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Table 4 Estimates of false positive detections.

Range NX,MOIRCS
∗ Σ† (arcsec−2) NFP

‡

(mag) J H Ks J H Ks J H Ks

14–15 29 48 59 0.022 0.024 0.026 9.2 (32%) 10.2 (21%) 10.8 (18%)

15–16 61 56 58 0.023 0.031 0.034 9.6 (16%) 13.1 (23%) 14.1 (24%)

16–17 58 63 62 0.038 0.048 0.040 15.9 (27%) 20.3 (32%) 16.6 (27%)

17–18 60 21 12 0.049 0.033 0.019 20.5 (34%) 14.0 (67%) 7.9(66%)
∗ Number of MOICRS-identified X-ray sources. † Surface number density of MOIRCS sources. ‡ Estimated number of false positive

detections and false positive rate. The number in parentheses represents the false positive rate.

X1152

X1126

Fig. 4 Examples of the new MOIRCS identification of the X-

ray sources. The X-ray source positions (source names starting

with X in Morihana et al. 2013) are shown with black crosses

and their typical positional uncertainty (0.5′′ ) with broken cir-

cles on the MOIRCS Ks-band image. Their NIR counterpart

candidates are shown with red crosses. Ks-band magnitude of

the two sources are 16.88 mag (X1126) and 16.21 mag (X1152),

respectively.

result, we qualitatively classified the sources into three groups

A, B, and C. We estimate the false positive rate of each group

to be 41% (A), 34% (B), and 25% (C) from the expected false

positive numbers derived from large search radii.

4 Discussion

We now discuss nature of the faint X-ray sources based on the

grouping defined in §3.3. Given the rate of false positive NIR

counterparts (§ 3.2), we limit ourselves to discuss the overall

characteristics of groups and not individual sources. In § 4.1, we

derive general characteristics of each group as follows; NIR and

optical identification rates (§ 4.1.1), composite X-ray spectrum

(§ 4.1.2), X-ray variability (§ 4.1.3), X-ray to NIR flux ratio

(§ 4.1.4), and the distance and X-ray luminosity based on the

parallax measurements by Gaia (§ 4.1.5). In § 4.2, we discuss

the likely nature for the primary constituent of each group. In
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Fig. 5 Quantile distribution of all the X-ray sources detected

in the CBF (pale colors; Morihana et al. 2013) and those with

NIR counterparts (dark colors). Different colors are used for the

three groups. The median energy equivalent to each q1 is given

in the upper horizontal axis.

§ 4.3, we discuss the populations that mostly contribute to the

GBXE.

4.1 Characteristics of the X-ray sources

4.1.1 NIR and optical identification rates

Table 5 shows a summary of our NIR identification rate of the

X-ray sources for each group. In addition, we retrieved the Gaia

data release 2 (Prusti et al. 2016). We searched for Gaia G-

band (0.33–1.0 µm) counterparts of all the X-ray sources using

the same method as in § 3.2. With a search radius of 0.′′5, we

identified the Gaia counterparts to 109 X-ray sources down to

19.5 mag. Among the 109 sources, six of them were identified

using optical images taken with the Hubble Space Telescope

(tables 3–5 in van den Berg et al. 2009). The false positive rate
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is estimated to be ∼17%. About a half of them have a distance

estimate based on the parallax. The optical identification rate is

also given in table 5.

Table 5 Summary of identification in each group.

Group Num. of X-ray sources RateNIR
∗ Rateopt

† Ratedist
‡

A 89 27% (24) 7% (6) 2% (2)

B 189 42% (80) 12% (23) 8% (15)

C 270 59% (160) 30% (80) 16% (44)

Total 548 48% (264) 20% (109) 11% (61)
∗NIR Identification rate. The number in parentheses indicates the

number of sources. †Optical identification rate. ‡Optical identifi-

cation rate with a distance estimate by Gaia.

4.1.2 X-ray composite spectra

We made a composite 0.5–8 keV spectrum of all the X-ray

sources in each group. We used the combine spectra

tool in the CIAO package, which makes averaged combined

background-subtracted spectra as well as count-weighted tele-

scope and instrument response functions. We binned the spectra

to have more than 20 counts per bin and fitted them based on the

χ2 statistics.

For the spectral models, we used optically-thin thermal

plasma model (Smith et al. 2001) or a power-law model attenu-

ated by the interstellar photo-electric absorption model (Wilms

et al. 2000). Free parameters for the thermal model are the

plasma temperature (kBT ), the metal abundance (Z), and the

flux (FX) in the 0.5–8.0 keV band. Those for the power-law

model are the photon index (Γ) and the flux (FX). Free param-

eter for the absorption model is the absorption column density

(NH). We regarded the fitting to be unsuccessful if the reduced

χ2 was larger than 1.5 or the best-fit parameters were unphys-

ical; Γ > 3 in the power-law fitting or kBT> 15 keV in the

thermal fitting.

We started fitting the spectra with a single thermal plasma or

a single power-law model. The fitting was not successful for all

the groups. We then added a second continuum component and

fitted the spectra with two thermal components of different tem-

peratures or a one-temperature thermal plus a power-law com-

ponent. The fitting was successful for all the groups. When both

models yielded successful fitting, we adopted the one with the

smaller χ2 value. The result is given in figure 6 for the spectra

and best-fit models and in table 6 for the best-fit parameters.

The composite spectra show signatures of the Fe K line fea-

ture. We derived their equivalent width (EW) by locally fit-

ting the spectra in the 4–8 keV range with a power-law and a

Gaussian line. With the energy resolution of Chandra, we can-

not separate the 6.4, 6.7, and 7.0 keV lines, thus we treated

them as a single emission line. The free parameters are the pho-

ton index and flux of the power-law and the line center and the

normalization of the Gaussian component. The line width was

fixed to 0.01 keV. We tested the necessity of the Gaussian com-

ponent using the F-test and found that it was indeed required for

Group A and B spectra with significances of 87.5% and 91.6%

retrospectively. On the other hand, the significance of F-test of

Group C is low, indicating that it does not require a significant

Gaussian component. This can be attributed to the lack of the

photon statistics in Group C. The result is shown in table 7.

We further obtained the X-ray surface brightness 2.7×10−11

erg cm−2 s−1 deg−2 in 2–8 keV by averaging all the X-ray

point sources identified in NIR. From Iso et al. (2012), the en-

tire X-ray surface brightness of the GBXE in the same band is

1.01×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 deg−2. As a result, we estimate that

X-ray surface brightness from the X-ray point sources with NIR

counterpart candidates in this and our previous studies account

for ∼26% of the entire X-ray surface brightness of the GBXE.

4.1.3 X-ray variability

We investigated temporal behavior of the X-ray sources with

NIR counterparts. For all the X-ray sources with NIR coun-

terparts, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test against

the null hypothesis that the X-ray light curves are constant. We

consider that the sources with the null hypothesis probability

(PK−S) of < 5× 10−3 as “definitely variable” and those with

5×10−3<PK−S<5×10−2 as “possibly variable”. As a result,

11 sources are definitely variable and 19 are possibly variable

(table 8). Almost all the variable sources belong to Group B or

C, and more than a half belong to Group C.

4.1.4 X-ray to NIR flux ratio

We investigated ratio of the X-ray flux to the NIR flux. The

ratio is expected to be relatively high for the binaries contain-

ing compact objects and low for stellar sources. We employed

the photometric X-ray flux at 2–8 keV (table 3 column 9) esti-

mated from the count rates and the median energies (Morihana

et al. 2013). Figure 7 top panel shows the ratio between the

hard (2–8 keV) X-ray (FX,h) against NIR flux (FNIR) for all

the X-ray sources with NIR counterparts. FNIR is defined as

F0λdλ10
−0.4m, where F0λ, dλ, and m are the flux at 0 mag

for each band, the band width, and the Vega magnitude, re-

spectively. The logarithm of the ratio (logFX,h/FNIR) shows

different distributions among the three groups, which are more

influenced by the differences of FX,h than that of FNIR. This is

depicted in figure 7 bottom panels, which show the histograms

of FX,h/FNIR values. For example, in the logFX,h/FKs plot

(figure 7c), sources span in the range of –3 to –1 (Group A), –4

to –2 (Group B), and from –6 to –2 (Group C). We also plot-

ted the flux ratios of several representative sources with known

nature that are for candidates of the X-ray point sources consti-

tuting the GBXE.
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Fig. 6 Composite X-ray spectra and the best-fit models of the three groups (A, B, and C). Grouped data (pluses) and the best-fit

model convolved with the instrumental response (solid histograms) are shown in the upper panel, while the residuals to the fit are

shown in the lower panel. The best-fit parameters are given in table 6.

Table 6 Best-fit parameters for the composite spectra of the three groups.

Group NH
∗ kBT 1

∗ kBT 2
∗ Z∗ Γ∗ χ2/d.o.f

(1022 cm−2) (keV) (keV)

A 0.92+0.14
−0.12 4.6+7.7

−1.9 – 0.21+0.50
−0.18 0.25+0.60

−0.25 55.35/70

B 0.38+0.34
−0.12 0.7+0.3

−0.5 6.3+2.0
−1.2 1.01+1.16

−0.87 – 41.14/70

C 0.40+0.19
−0.18 0.6+0.3

−0.1 2.0+0.4
−0.2 0.22+0.18

−0.11 – 61.12/70
∗ Uncertainties represent 90% confidence intervals.

Table 7 Best-fit parameters for Fe K line fitting.

Group Energy center∗ EW∗

(keV) (eV)

A 6.67+0.10
−0.11 162+18

−26

B 6.76+0.13
−0.44 488+50

−91

C 6.70 (fix) 3 (upper limit)
∗ Uncertainties represent 90% confidence intervals.

Table 8 Time variable sources.

Group Definitely∗ Possibly∗

A 0 1

B 5 6

C 6 12

Sum 11 19
∗ Based on the null hypothesis probability of the K-S test: <
5× 10−3 (definitely variable) or 5× 10−3–5× 10−2 (possibly

variable).

4.1.5 Distance and X-ray luminosity

Almost all the previous works discussing X-ray point sources

constituting the GBXE and GRXE were based on the flux with-

out knowing the distance. Now, we have identified 109 Gaia

counterparts (§ 4.1.1). Among them, 61 sources have paral-

lax measurements (Bailer-Jones et al. 2018). The breakdown

is that 2, 15, and 44 sources belong to the Group A, B, and

C, respectively (table 5). We derived their distance and X-ray

luminosity (LX) in the 2–8 keV band without correcting the in-

terstellar absorption. The distance and luminosity distributions

are shown in figure 8. We found that most (if not all, given the

large distance errors) X-ray sources with Gaia counterparts are

within 4 kpc thus are foreground objects to the GBXE. Here,

one should keep in mind that the false positive rates among the

Gaia matches are from 7% (Group A) to 30% (Group C). The

average X-ray luminosity of each group is ∼ 10
30.4

+1.2

−0.5 erg s−1

(Group A), ∼ 10
29.6

+0.3

−0.8 erg s−1 (Group B), and ∼ 10
29.2

+0.4

−0.4

erg s−1 (Group C).

4.1.6 NIR spectroscopy results

In our previous work (Morihana et al. 2016), we carried out

NIR spectroscopy for 23 of the present sources in the CBF and

40 sources in the CPF. To compensate for the paucity of the

statistics in the CBF alone, we also refer to the result in the CPF

here. To facilitate the comparison between the two fields, we

constructed the q1-q2 diagram for the CPF (figure 9) and clas-

sified the NIR-identified X-ray sources into Groups A–C using

the same algorithm described in § 3.3. Due to the difference of

the extinction toward CBF and CPF, the scatter of the data is

different, but the overall trend is similar to each other.

Three distinctive types were found based on the combination

of X-ray spectral hardness and NIR line features; hard X-ray

sources with NIR emission features of H I and He II (H+emi),

hard X-ray sources with NIR absorption features (H+abs), and

soft X-ray sources with NIR absorption features (S+abs). Here,

the X-ray spectral hardness is defined by hardness ratio as (H−

S)/(H + S) where H and S are the normalized count rates in

the hard (2–8 keV) band and soft (0.5–2 keV) band. We show

their distribution in the q1-q2 diagram in figure 9 and statistics

in table 9. It should be noted that the NIR features, which are
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Fig. 7 (Top) Flux ratio between the hard (2–8 keV) X-ray and (a) J-band, (b) H-band, or (c) Ks-band flux of the X-ray sources with NIR counterparts. The dotted lines

indicate the iso-flux-ratio with its logarithmic values given along the x and y axes. Different colors are assigned based on the grouping in § 3.3. The purple triangle shows

hard X-ray sources with NIR emission features (§ 4.1.6). The horizontal dashed-line in the panels of the upper figures indicate the 90% completeness limit of each band.

Representative sources of the following categories are shown for comparison in different symbols in black as in the legend in (a); (i) magnetic CVs (polars ; Ezuka & Ishida

1999; Mukai 2017; Xu et al. 2016 and intermediate polars : Ezuka & Ishida 1999; Mukai 2017; Xu et al. 2016), (ii) dwarf novae (Baskill et al. 2005; Wada et al. 2017; Ebisawa

et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2016; Wada et al. 2017), (iii) hibernating CVs, pre-CVs (Matranga et al. 2012; Schwope et al. 2014), (iv) active stars (during flares ; Pandey & Singh

2008; Pandey & Singh 2012; Tsuboi et al. 2016 and in quiescence ; (Pandey & Singh 2008), For several sources, we also showed the expected trajectories when the distance

(and proportionally the extinction column proportional to the distance) increases as NH= 1×1021 (∼350 pc), 3×1021 (∼1 kpc), 1×1022 (∼3 kpc), 1.5×1022 (∼5 kpc)

with the solid lines from upper-right to lower-left. The relation between the column density and the distance is based on the typical hydrogen column density ∼1 cm−3 of the

interstellar medium. We used the wabs model (Morrison & McCammon 1983) with the abundance table (Anders & Grevesse 1989) for the extinction calculation. (Bottom)

distribution of the FX/FNIR values in the (d) J- (e) H-, and (f) Ks-bands.

unrelated to q1 or q2 by definition, are distributed in a biased

manner in the diagram. For example, the hard X-ray sources

with NIR emission features (H+emi, only found in CPF) belong

to Group A. Group C sources only consist of the soft X-ray

sources with NIR absorption features (S+abs).

Table 9 Results of NIR spectroscopy.

Group∗ CBF† CPF†

A H+abs (3) H+emi (2), H+abs (5)

B H+abs (7), S+abs (4) H+abs (15), S+abs (4)

C S+abs (9) S+abs (14)
∗ Groups defined in the X-ray color-color diagram (figure 5). †

Number of sources in the parentheses based on the X-ray spectral

hardness (“S”oft or “H”ard) + NIR “emi”ssion or “abs”orption

features.

4.2 Major populations

Based on the characterizations in various aspects shown in § 4.1,

we summarize distinctive characteristics of the sources in sim-

plicity order of the features— Group C, A, and B.

4.2.1 Group C

The first is the Group C sources, which have the following prop-

erties distinctive from the others:

(1) The composite X-ray spectrum is represented by a two-

temperature thermal plasma model with temperatures of

kBT∼0.6 and 2.0 keV (table 6). Unlike the other groups,

Fe K line was not observed significantly (table 7).

(2) The fraction of time-variable sources is the largest (table 8).

(3) The ratio of X-ray to NIR flux is the lowest in the range of

10−6 to 10−2 (figure 7).

(4) The fraction of optically-identified sources is the largest (ta-

ble 5). Most sources are located within 4 kpc (figure 8). The

average X-ray luminosity is the lowest, 1.57×1029erg s−1
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Fig. 8 Scatter plot of the distance by Gaia (Bailer-Jones et al.

2018) and the 2–8 keV X-ray luminosity for the sources with

distance estimates.

in the 2–8 keV band.

(5) All the Group C sources studied in the NIR spectroscopy ex-

hibit absorption features typical of late-type stars (Morihana

et al. 2016).

These characteristics are most consistent as the major popu-

lation of the Group C sources being the X-ray active stars. The

plasma temperatures and X-ray luminosity are consistent with

the values typically seen in X-ray active stars such as RS CVn

systems (Dempsey et al. 1993; Güdel et al. 1999; Covino et al.

2000; Pandey & Singh 2012). The ratio of X-ray to NIR flux

that mainly driven by the differences in FX,h is also consistent

with those of representative sources (figure 7). The high frac-

tion of the X-ray variable sources is understood, because the

X-ray active stars show occasional flare-like activities. Average

X-ray luminosity of the optically-identified sources is consis-

tent with that of the typical value (1027–1030 erg s−1; Schmitt

et al. 1990) of X-ray active stars. From the above characteris-

tics, we argue that the major population of the Group C sources

is X-ray active stars.

4.2.2 Group A

We next discuss the Group A sources, which have the following

characteristics:

(1) The composite X-ray spectrum is described by the combi-

nation of a thermal plasma model with kBT∼4.6 keV and a

power-law model with Γ =0.25 (table 6). The Fe K line was

detected with the center at 6.7 keV and the EW of 162 eV

(table 7).

(2) None but one source shows X-ray variability (table 8).

(3) The ratio of X-ray to NIR flux is the largest with 10−3 to

10−1 (figure 7).

(4) The fraction of optically-identified sources is the smallest

(table 5). The average X-ray luminosity of the optically-

identified sources is ∼1030 erg s−1 in the 2–8 keV band, the

largest among the three groups.

(5) All the hard X-ray sources with NIR emission features be-

long to Group A. Group A sources also include hard X-ray

sources with NIR absorption features (table 9).

We interpret these features that the Group A sources are a

mixture of the magnetic and non-magnetic CVs. The ratio of

the X-ray to NIR flux (figure 7) is consistent with those of rep-

resentative magnetic CVs and dwarf novae. They are time vari-

able from their names, but the occurrence of such variability is

less frequent than flares in X-ray active stars and its duration

is long, hence a fraction of the X-ray variable sources is con-

sidered small. All the sources with the NIR emission line fea-

tures of H I and He II belong to this group, which is consistent

with the idea that the Group A sources are those with promi-

nent accretion disks. Those without the emission features are

presumably sources with an accretion rate that is too small to

exhibit prominent emission lines over the stellar photospheric

absorption features.

The typical EW of the Fe K lines (6.4, 6.7, and 7.0 keV

combined) is ∼350 eV for magnetic CVs and ∼700 eV for non-

magnetic CVs (Koyama 2018). The EW of the composite spec-

trum of the Group A sources is smaller. Therefore, contribution

of the non-magnetic CVs is considered sub-dominant.

4.2.3 Group B

Finally, we discuss Group B sources with the following charac-

teristics:

(1) Some sources exhibit X-ray variability (table 8).

(2) Ratio of theX-ray to NIR flux is in the range of 10−4 to 10−2,

between Group A and C (figure 7).

(3) Fraction of the optically-identified sources is the second

largest next to Group C (table 5). The average X-ray lumi-

nosity is 3.7×1029 erg s−1 in the 2–8 keV band, the second

largest next to Group A.

(4) All the sources with the NIR spectra exhibited absorption

features typical of the late-type stars (Morihana et al. 2016).

(5) The composite X-ray spectrum is described by a two-

temperature thermal plasma model with temperatures of

kBT∼0.7 and 6.3 keV (table 6). The Fe K line is the

strongest with an EW of ∼500 eV (table 7).

Most of these characteristics are in between Group A and

C as expected from the definition in figure 5. However, we do

not consider that the Group B sources are a mere mixture of the

major populations of the Group A and C sources. This is be-

cause the Fe K line EW of the Group B average X-ray spectrum
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is the largest of the three groups, which cannot be explained by

the combination of Group A and C. We speculate that, unlike

Group A, non-magnetic CVs are dominant in Group B.

However, the Group B sources also have the characteris-

tics that cannot be explained by known non-magnetic CVs (or,

sources identified as dwarf novae) alone. The ratios of the X-

ray to NIR fluxes and the typical X-ray luminosities are both

smaller than those of dwarf novae (figure 7). NIR spectra of

dwarf novae often exhibit H I emission lines (Dhillon et al.

2000) from their accretion disks with a typical accretion rate

of Ṁ ∼ 10−10 − 10−11M⊙ yr−1, but no sources in Group B

show NIR emission lines.

This can be reconciled if we assume WD binaries that are

not yet recognized as dwarf novae due to absence of the dwarf

nova activities. We could also consider other types of WD bina-

ries such as detached WD binaries (Shara et al. 1986; Warner

et al. 2003), hibernating CVs, and precursors of CVs called

“pre-CVs” (Warner 1995). We hereafter call them all together

as “quiet” WD binaries. The ”quiet” WD binaries have low ac-

cretion mass rates less than 10−11M⊙ yr−1. Without dwarf no-

vae activities, these sources are almost indistinguishable from

the field main sequence stars in optical and NIR photomet-

ric observations. In X-rays, however, some of these sources

do show features as WD binaries with LX∼1029 erg s−1 (2–

10 keV) and the plasma temperature being ∼4 keV (Matranga

et al. 2012; Schwope et al. 2014), which are typical of Group

B sources though the average X-ray luminosity of Group B has

a large error. We thus speculate that Group B sources consist

mainly of the quiet WD binaries.

To summarize, we suggest that the dominant population of

each group as follows: X-ray active stars (Group C), magnetic-

CVs and non-magnetic CVs with high accretion rates (Group

A), and “quiet” WD binaries (Group B). These populations in

the groups overlap with each other in figure 9, in which only

the X-ray properties are used. The overlap can be disentan-

gled to some extent if we add another axis using NIR property.

Figure 10 shows the three-dimensional plot by adding the X-ray

to NIR flux ratio. Group A sources tend to have small values

along the X-ray to NIR flux ratio, while Group C sources have

large values.

4.3 Populations contributing to the GBXE

In previous studies, magnetic CVs and X-ray active stars have

been suggested as two most popular groups to explain the

GBXE and GRXE. For example, Revnivtsev et al. (2006) dis-

cussed the X-ray population based on X-ray luminosity func-

tion in the range of LX∼ 1030 − 1032erg s−1 (2–10 keV) and

concluded that the major population constituting the GRXE is
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Fig. 10 (a) Three-dimensional plot of q1, q2, and the ratio of X-ray to NIR flux. Their cross-section on the q1–q2 plane for the ratio

of X-ray to NIR flux of (b) > 10−2, (c) 10−4–10−2, and (d) < 10−4.

X-ray active binaries, which dominate the population below

LX∼1031erg s−1. Yuasa et al. (2012) constructed a wide-band

X-ray spectral model of a type of magnetic CVs (intermediate

polars) and fitted it to the 2–50 keV spectra of the GRXE ob-

tained with Suzaku. They argued that the GRXE above 10 keV

can be mostly explained by magnetic CVs and that below 10

keV mostly by X-ray active stars. Hong (2012) concluded that

the hard X-ray flux above 3 keV is dominant by magnetic CVs

and contribution of the X-ray active stars is less than 20%, based

on reanalysis of the X-ray data in the CBF.

Most recent studies propose some revisions on these pic-

tures. Though magnetic CVs and X-ray active stars are ma-

jor populations, there should be other classes of sources that

are more dominant. Following the work by Mukai & Shiokawa

(1993) based on the X-ray luminosity function, Nobukawa et al.

(2016), Yamauchi et al. (2016), and Xu et al. (2016) suggested

that non-magnetic CVs should be a more dominant population

than magnetic CVs and X-ray active stars. They have reached

this conclusion by comparing the EW, the line ratio, and the

scale height of the Fe K line complex between the GRXE and

GBXE and the composite X-ray spectra of dwarf novae.

Our results are in line with the conclusions in these recent

works in that the dominant contributor to the GRXE and GBXE

are non-magnetic CVs. What we claim in this paper is that

the major contributor to the GBXE is quiet WD binaries that

are yet to be recognized as dwarf novae. In fact, such sources

are predicted to outnumber the known population of dwarf no-

vae. Theories of CV evolution (e.g., Howell et al. 2001; Hellier

2001; Warner 1995) indicate that CVs remain in the state of low

accretion rates for most of their lifetime. An increasing number

of such sources are now identified spectroscopically as byprod-

ucts of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and their follow-up stud-

ies (Szcody et al. 2002; 2003; 2004; 2005; 2006; 2007; 2009;

2011). X-ray emission is detected from some of these sources

(Reis et al. 2013) with an average X-ray luminosity of as low

as 8× 1029 erg s−1 in the 0.5–10 keV. The luminosity is much
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lower than that of typical dwarf novae (Byckling et al. 2010).

Reis et al. (2013) further argue that these faint sources are more

representative of the WD binaries than those in the brightest

end (mostly known as dwarf novae) and that the faint sources

account for a significant part of the GRXE. Our findings agree

with their claims.

5 Summary

Main results of the present paper are as follows.

1. We carried out a deep NIR JHKs-band imaging observation

at the center of the deep CBF using MOIRCS on the 8.2 m

Subaru telescope, and identified ∼50% of the X-ray point

sources with NIR counterpart candidates. The false positive

rate among the identifications is estimated to be 25%. The

identification rate increased significantly from our previous

NIR survey by using the 1.4 m IRSF telescope in the same

field (11%) (Morihana 2012).

2. We classified the X-ray sources into three (A, B, and C)

groups based on their X-ray colors. We generated three-

dimensional plots (X-ray color-color and the ratio of the X-

ray to the NIR flux) to disentangle the overlap among the

groups. We have characterized the overall features of each

group based on their NIR identification rates, X-ray compos-

ite spectra, the flux ratios between the X-ray and NIR bands,

X-ray time variability, X-ray average luminosities, and NIR

spectroscopy results.

3. Based on the overall characteristics, we argued that the dom-

inant populations of each group are as follows: magnetic-

CVs and non-magnetic CVs with high accretion rates (Group

A), “quiet” WD binaries of low mass accretion rates (Group

B), and X-ray active stars (Group C).

4. The composite X-ray spectra of Group B sources have the

largest Fe K equivalent width comparable with that of the

GBXE. This leads us to speculate that the major constituent

of the faint discrete sources for the GBXE is “quiet” WD

binaries with low mass accretion rates.
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